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The Importance of Healthcare Planning

Abstract:

If a healthcare service is unplanned it cannot hope or expect to
advance and improve in an expectant manner. Progress, if any, will be
unpredictable and haphazard. Spending on health will be reactive
rather than proactive. It is inevitable that money will be wasted on
low value care, while genuinely effective therapies remain
underfunded. Downstream, the money runs out and patients have their
treatment denied or deferred. For these reasons, strategy is
important. Healthcare strategies are about making the choices that
best meet the needs of patients. Healthcare must be mindful about
what it is trying to achieve and who is its beneficiary.

The overall goal must be the delivery of quality and value for
patients. The strategies must be in place at community, hospital and
national levels. Leaders in healthcare have, on occasions,
concentrated on their research priorities, leaving the clinical care
reliant on momentum and reputation. This isnâ��t tenable any longer.
The rapid pace of medical advancement and rising patient expectations
necessitate a culture of constant review, planned adjustment, and
decision-making. The real difficulties are the elimination of
duplication services, and the rationalization of inappropriate sites.
Practicing doctors should recognize that it is difficult to undertake
single-handed care of patients. In the modern era, all doctors should
be part of teams. Co-location is a powerful tool for doctors, and the
constant daily interaction with colleagues drives change and
efficiency.

Value is defined as the health outcomes achieved for patients
relative to the costs of achieving them. This is important when
making the best decisions against the background of constant
financial constraints. Understanding and achieving value is difficult
to attain, and many organisations find the process very challenging.
Porter and Lee

1
 have set down six strategic questions for hospitals,

and healthcare services. These are â�� what is our fundamental goal,
what business are we in, what scope of business should we compete in,
how will we be different in each business, what synergies can we
create across business units and sites, how geographical density is
taken into account.

The only way that hospitals can improve the healthcare value for
patients is to measure outcomes. Measurement science has grown in
importance and complexity over the last decade. It is best if there
is measurement alignment between hospitals and that the activity is
just collected once. This helps to avoid duplication and
â��measurement fatigueâ��. One of the big challenges is the
evaluation of complex care

2
. It is advisable not to place too much

emphasis on a single factor such as blood pressure, when the patient
has multiple other problems such as arthritis, and diabetes.
Community based measures can reap major benefits by reducing hospital
admissions and ED attendances. At intervals an outcome measure needs
to be reassessed and be removed if it is performing poorly or is
unhelpful. The second step is to measure how much it is costing to
provide care. Excessive length of hospital in-patient stay, and high
admission rates through ED are major drains on expenditure. The third
step is to build on the outcome findings. Many patients and their
underlying condition fit into categories that can be managed
collectively. The patients that donâ��t fit into a particular
category, need to be identified at an early stage and managed
appropriately with a modified strategy.

A hospital or community service must determine what conditions it is
staffed and equipped to treat. It should have a clear profile of the
patient population that it is contracted to serve. The formal
categorisation of facilities is an important initial step. This
varies depending on the size and staffing complement that is
available. Some academic US hospitals no longer treat low-risk
uncomplicated cases, while their smaller counterparts have ceased
complex surgical care. To be effective a service must have sufficient
patient volume, adequate staffing levels, the necessary levels of
expertise, and the correct infrastructure. In some situations,
mergers may be necessary in order to achieve an adequate volume of
patients.

Reorganising around value rather than specialties and services is
important. This introduces the concept of Integrated Practice Units
(IPUs). IPUs aspire to provide a discrete service organized around
the patientâ��s medical condition. It consists of a dedicated team of
clinical and paramedical personnel who provide full care for the
patient. It treats the primary condition and the related
complications that can occur with it. IPUs not only provide treatment
but also assume responsibility for engaging patients and their
families in careâ��for instance, by providing education and
counseling, encouraging adherence to treatment and prevention
protocols, and supporting needed behavioral changes such as smoking
cessation or weight loss." In order to work effectively, IPUs must
have sufficient patient volume, sufficient staff, adequate equipment,
and good support services.

Lee in a subsequent interview gave a practical example of an IPU in
action. In Seattle, all patients with back pain are seen in the same
location by a multidisciplinary team. The patients are seen on the
same day or within a few days. Therapy, where needed, is instituted
quickly resulting in a substantial reduction in the amount of time
lost from work. The programme has resulted in an 80% reduction in the
use of radiology.

Healthcare planning is important for all national health services.
Key factors are the integration of the primary care, acute hospital
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care, health and wellbeing, and mental health care sectors. It is
being increasingly recognized that many patients will need access to
more than one of the work streams over a lifetime. While achieving
connectivity across these categories will be challenging, it has the
potential to be very beneficial to patients when they are accessing
healthcare.
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